FACULTY SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY 2015

Books:


Journal Articles:


Book Chapters:


GRANT SUBMISSIONS/AWARDS:

Internal:

Cobarrubias, Sebastian, *Emergent Border Topographies at the Edges of Europe? The Border Regime in the Aftermath of the Arab Spring*, Faculty Research Grant, Awarded $6,000 for 2015-16.


Dalsheim, Joyce, *Israel Has a Jewish Problem*, Project Mosaic Seed Grant, Awarded $15,000.
Khoury, Amal, *The ISIS Threat: An Alternative Approach*, Faculty Research Grant, Resubmitted 2015, $5600, **Not Funded**.

**External:**

Cox, John (and Sarah Minslow), *Dialogues on the Experience of War*, National Endowment for the Humanities, $99,654, **Not Funded**.

Dalsheim, Joyce (and Gregory Starrett, Mirsad Hadzikadic, Sabina Cehajic-Clancy), *Everyday Peace: Toward Local Solutions in Conflict and Post-War Societies, an Interdisciplinary Approach*, Submitted to NSF-IBSS, $710,659, **Pending**.


Dalsheim, Joyce, *Israel Has a Jewish Problem: Can the State Afford Freedom of Religion to Its Jewish Citizens?* Wenner-Gren Foundation, $19,900, **Pending**.

Dalsheim, Joyce, *Israel Has a Jewish Problem: Can the State Afford Freedom of Religion to Its Jewish Citizens?* American Council of Learned Societies Fellowship, $35,000, **Not Funded**.

Dalsheim, Joyce, Residential fellowship for writing book manuscript, *Israel Has a Jewish Problem: Can the State Afford Freedom of Religion to Its Jewish Citizens?* School of Advanced Research, Residential Fellowship, $40,000, **Not Funded**.

**CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION:**

Chernotsky, Harry


Cobarrubias, Sebastian

Presentation and Participant: *Colonialismo Interno y PENINSULA [Internal Colonialism and PENINSULA research groups]*, Reina Sofia Museum of Contemporary Art/Museum of Contemporary Art-Cantabria, Selaya, Spain, July 2015.

**Cox, John**


**Dalsheim, Joyce**


Invited Lecture: “Producing Spoilers: Peacemaking and the Production of Enmity in a Secular Age,” Graduate Seminar on Anthropology of the Middle East, Harvard University, September 2015.

**Khoury, Amal**


**Green, Garth** (non-tenure track)


**SCHOLARLY/ PROFESSIONAL SERVICE:**

**Chernotsky, Harry**


**Cobarrubias, Sebastian**


Journal Manuscript Review: *Geopolíticas*.


**Cox, John**

Editorial Board: *Journal of Jewish Identities*.

**Dalsheim, Joyce**
Associate Editor for Israel: *Review of Middle East Studies* (in charge of book reviews for new books on Israel and Palestine).

Journal Manuscript Reviews: *Theory, Culture and Society; Social Analysis; Comparative Studies in History and Society; Cultural Anthropology*.

Book Proposal Review: Oxford University Press.

Reviewer of Grant Proposals: National Science Foundation (Anthropology) and the Israeli Science Foundation.

**Green, Garth** (non-tenure track)

Journal Manuscript Review: *Identities*.

Journal Manuscript Review: *Anthropological Quarterly*. 